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‘Compensation’ is the key word. Compensating you for 
loss of income, for the pain and stress you are suffering and 
compensation if you are not able to live the life you once 
enjoyed as a result of the injury.

Humphries Kirk’s dedicated personal injury team has years of 
experience in helping people obtain a satisfactory outcome 
from personal injury and clinical negligence claims. These 
cases range from ‘tripping and slipping’ to catastrophic issues 
involving severe trauma and psychiatric claims.

If you have received a personal injury due to circumstances 
beyond your control and you think you might be eligible for 
compensation, you should speak with one of our legal experts 
straight away.

The issues involved in any personal injury case are too 
numerous to cover in a publication like this, so to understand 
you and your personal circumstances, we really need to meet to 
discuss your case in detail. We understand that money is always 
an important factor when appointing a solicitor to work on your 
behalf, so we have kept the costs simple.

You can speak to one of our legal experts at a FREE  
and confidential half hour consultation. 

During each one-to-one appointment we will discuss your 
particular problem and advise on where you stand legally.  
We will discuss all the issues involved and how you can seek 
a practical resolution – in short we will help you to plan a way 
forward. There is no commitment on your part and you do 
not have to take the matter any further. If you do decide to go 
forward our usual hourly rate will apply. Or we can consider 
you for a ‘no win, no fee’ agreement.

You can arrange an appointment to meet with one of our legal 
experts. There will be no time limit and our usual hourly rate 
will apply.

It is rare that any injury to yourself was as a result of an ‘accident’, in most cases 
someone, or some organisation is at fault. Humphries Kirk can help you get the 
compensation you are entitled to for a range of personal injuries. We can also act for 
you on a ‘no win, no fee’ basis.
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Help and advice
Humphries Kirk has a team of dedicated lawyers who 
understand the pain and inconvenience that results from any 
personal injury. We will give you confidential advice and guide 
you towards a practical solution in a supportive manner.

Specifically we can help and advise on:

     Injuries due to product defects
     Post traumatic stress disorder
     Criminal injury compensation
     Medical malpractice claims
     Road traffic accidents
     Industrial deafness
     Accidents at work
     Whiplash injuries
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For more detailed advice about personal injury and how it can affect you and your personal circumstances, 
please contact your nearest Humphries Kirk office.

Private Clients
A personal approach to legal advice

Trust is the most important aspect when it comes to legal matters.

We believe it is essential that we take time not only to review your legal issue, 
but also get to know you. From business to personal affairs, a complete 
understanding of your circumstances and objectives is the starting point. 
Once we can see the bigger picture, we can focus on the detail. 

Talk to us about:

  Arbitration
  Buying and selling your home
  Care Is Our Concern 
  Children
  Cohabitation
  Consumer law
  Contested Will and estate claims
  Debt recovery
  Divorce and financial advice
  Domestic violence

  Inheritance tax advice
  Landlord and tenant
  Lasting Powers of Attorney
  Litigation
  Living Wills
  Personal injury
  Prenuptial agreement
  Tax and succession 
  Trusts
  Wills and probate

The information contained in this brochure is for guidance only. You should always seek professional advice before undertaking any legal matter. Humphries Kirk is  
a limited liability partnership. Registered in England OC352286. Registered office: Glebe House, North Street, Wareham, BH20 4AN. ©Humphries Kirk LLP 2021.
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